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Abstract— In this article, a two-atom-thick diode based on
2-D materials is presented for microwave detection. The diode
consists of a molybdenum disulfide monolayer/graphene mono-
layer heterojunction transferred onto a silicon/silicon dioxide
substrate and patterned by means of nanolithography techniques
to obtain a geometrical self-switching diode. The interaction
between the two monolayers gives rise to a double-stage device,
which behaves as a back-to-back diode in the [−3, +3] V
voltage range, and as a tunnel diode when exceeding +10 V.
The heterojunction can be reproduced at the wafer scale, thanks
to its CMOS compatibility and ease of fabrication, and it can be
used efficiently as a microwave detector up to 10 GHz, with the
best performance around the ISM 2.45-GHz band. Starting from
advanced quantum simulations to predict the dc behavior of the
single heterojunction-based channel, the diode was fabricated and
fully characterized experimentally. Lastly, a rigorous equivalent
circuit model is provided, which relies on the measured scattering
parameters at high frequencies and allows treating the diode
embedded into a coplanar waveguide line as a two-port lossy
device. This way, the device can be exploited in circuit-based
numerical tools for the design of complex microwave front ends.
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diodes, equivalent circuits, graphene, heterojunctions, modeling,
molybdenum disulfide, nanotechnology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROWAVE detectors are very well-known compo-
nents used in wireless communications. They rely

essentially on a diode or a transistor that can sense the presence
of the incoming microwave radiation, the level of sensitivity
(i.e., minimum power detected) depending on the device itself.
The literature published in this domain is so vast that it is prac-
tically impossible to give a comprehensive list of references.
However, in the last years, the attention has been moving
toward geometrical diodes [1], that is, diodes which are created
by etching channels in a planar semiconductor/semimetal.
These devices are called “self-switching diodes” (SSDs),
which have been demonstrated to detect both microwaves
[2]–[4] and terahertz signals [5]–[7]. An SSD is different from
classical diodes, in the sense that no junctions are necessary
(hence, no doping), and its physics relies upon a nonlinear
current, which flows through nanometer-sized parallel chan-
nels and is controlled by field-effect phenomena. In principle,
an SSD could be modeled as a 2-D field-effect transistor
(FET) [8], [9] with short-circuited gate and drain. This type of
devices has been fabricated using various semiconductor and
2-D electron gas (2DEG)-like materials, like AlGaN/GaN [6],
GaN [7], InAs [5], graphene [2], [10], [11], and molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2) [12], [13]. Nevertheless, to the authors’
knowledge, no attempt has been made so far to fabricate
an SSD based on a monolayer MoS2/monolayer graphene
heterojunction, mostly due to: 1) the difficulties in the growth
of MoS2 at the wafer scale and 2) its low mobility [14]. In this
respect, this article aims at overcoming this technological
gap by presenting a MoS2/graphene SSD on high-resistivity
silicon (HRSi)/silicon dioxide substrate. We go beyond the
actual state-of-the-art in the domain of 2-D material-based
SSDs, by validating a proof-of-concept MoS2/graphene het-
erojunction for microwave detection up to 10 GHz, with
the best performance around the ISM 2.45-GHz band. The
2-D heterojunction-based SSDs were designed and simulated
using a theoretical model and quantum atomistic/multiphysics
tools, respectively; then, the devices were fabricated in
coplanar waveguide (CPW) technology for straightforward
on-wafer characterization without any matching network (to
be implemented in the future for optimized power transfer to
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the diode); finally, a complete set of dc and high-frequency
measurements were carried out to extract the fundamental
parameters and key performance indicators of the devices. The
problem in nowadays telecommunications systems is how to
include a nanoelectronic quantum physics-based device into
numerical tools for the design of complex microwave front
ends. The solution that this work offers relies on the need for
an advanced but rigorous lumped element equivalent circuit
generated by simulated or, even better, measured scattering
parameters. This novel circuit approach is substantially dif-
ferent from the one presented in [15], where a procedure
based on Foster’s method for partial fraction expansion of the
admittance matrix was deployed. In this case, we obtained an
equivalent circuit that included negative resistances as well,
the resulting fitting to the experimental data being excellent.
Even if it is known that diodes with variable capacitor and
tunnel diodes (as in the present work) have led to include
also negative resistors (besides lumped passive elements) as
circuit components in the analysis and synthesis of linear
networks [16], the presence of these negative values is not
desirable. For this reason, in this article, we considered an
alternative approach that overcomes the latter limitations, as it
will be further demonstrated.

This article is organized as follows. Section II-A presents
the motivation of this work, whereas Sections II-B and II-C are
dedicated to the rigorous theoretical model and to the quantum
atomistic/multiphysics simulations of the 2-D heterojunction-
based SSDs, respectively. Then, in Section III, the fabrication
of the SSDs is summarized. Section IV provides the detail of
the dc and microwave characterization of the SSDs and, finally,
Section V describes a rigorous circuit model for the proposed
SSDs, which uses the measured scattering parameters to create
a high-frequency equivalent circuit, suitable for its exploitation
in numerical tools for the design of complex front ends.
Conclusions and future perspectives are given at the end.

II. MOTIVATION, THEORETICAL MODEL, AND QUANTUM

ATOMISTIC/MULTIPHYSICS SIMULATIONS OF THE 2-D
HETEROJUNCTION-BASED SELF-SWITCHING DIODE

A. Motivation

The advent of nanoelectronics has brought with itself
the need for devices with smaller size and more extended
functionalities with respect to silicon-based technologies.
Nanotechnology-based products are expected to be smaller,
cheaper, and lighter yet more performing, and environmen-
tally friendly, with increased energy efficiency and high-tech
capabilities. That is the motivation behind the ever-increasing
success of carbon-based and, in general, 2-D nanoelectronics.
The so-called phase transition materials have already found
applications in microwaves (e.g., antennas and switches), the
metal-insulator-transition (MIT) phenomenon being described
by Mott [17]. Atomically thin transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs) are the latest MIT materials under scrutiny,
and the MoS2 monolayer (a TMD) is the most studied 2-D
material after graphene. The crystal structure of MoS2 is made
of layers of molybdenum atoms sandwiched between two

layers of sulfur atoms. However, MoS2 is harsh to be grown at
the wafer scale and possesses a low mobility with respect to
other semiconductors (but now comparable with that of silicon,
thanks to a substantially improvement in the quality of the
deposition process). Despite these limitations, MoS2 has inter-
esting properties, namely, MoS2 monolayer is a direct bandgap
n-type semiconductor, with a bandgap of about 1.9 eV, which
decreases as the number of monolayers increases (its bulk
counterpart being an indirect semiconductor with a bandgap
of about 1.2 eV). On the other side, graphene (“the silicon
of the 21st century”) is a zero-gap semimetal (which can be
grown with a high quality at the wafer scale) with high room-
temperature mobility (in the order of 1000 cm2/V · s [14]),
hence suitable for detection/rectification of microwaves up to
terahertz if properly patterned at the nanoscale. Hence, the
combination of these two 2-D materials in their monolayer
form could benefit from their individual advantages, creating
a new type of device with unprecedented properties. Further-
more, graphene is more stable in air than MoS2 (which is
subject to oxidation with the subsequent creation of MOx

compounds). By carefully selecting the vertical stack of the
heterojunction and by adopting specific fabrication techniques,
it is possible to mitigate the above-mentioned limitations,
thus increasing the endurance, stability, and reliability of the
devices.

B. Theoretical Model of the I–V Characteristic of a 2-D
Heterojunction-Based Self-Switching Diode

An SSD is a two-terminal nano-diode that rectifies voltage
purely based on a self-induced field-effect mechanism that
does not require a third gate terminal, junction formation,
or even doping. Hence, it requires a minimal-step and low-
cost (i.e., minimum number of masks) fabrication process. Its
functioning is based on a nonlinear current flowing through
nanometer-sized channels (in parallel) regulated by lateral
field-effect phenomena. The design considered here for the
SSD is, as said before, a 2-D FET with short-circuited gate
and drain (or as a double side-gated FET). In Fig. 1(a), a
3-D representation of the heterojunction structure can be seen,
together with the HRSi/silicon dioxide (SiO2) substrate and the
gold (Au) contacts. In Fig. 1(b), the single channel (width Wch

and length Lch) is shown, obtained by etching two isolating
trenches (width W0) in the heterojunction.

The geometrical nature of an SSD allows optimizing sepa-
rately Wch, Lch, and W0, as well as the number of channels in
parallel. However, for ease of fabrication and due to the small
dimensions of the heterojunction sample (which forced us to
select few configurations of diodes integrated with CPW lines),
we will consider herein only four different channel widths, that
is, Wch = 30, 50, 75, and 100 nm, whereas W0 ≡ Wch and
Lch ≈ 1 μm. In Fig. 1(b), we indicated with “Gate,” “Drain,”
and “Source” the three terminals of the FET-like SSD.

The current intensity of an SSD can be modulated by proper
engineering the geometry of the single channel (i.e., Wch, Lch,
and W0) and the number of channels in parallel. Nonetheless,
an SSD requires a bandgap for voltage rectification. The
key to understand the proposed 2-D heterojunction is that
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Fig. 1. (a) 3-D schematic of the MoS2/graphene heterojunction. (b) 3-D
schematic representation of a single-channel SSD based on a MoS2/graphene
heterojunction with the main dimensions.

stacked 2-D materials allow confining the charge carriers in
the low bandgap material. Patterning graphene opens a small
bandgap [18], [19] (between 0.05 and 0.2 eV, i.e., much
smaller than MoS2) in its Dirac dispersion with decreasing
channel width and, since the channel in a MoS2/graphene
heterojunction is a narrow nanoribbon, its bandgap is expected
to further increase, thanks to quantum confinement and edge
effects [20]. This entails that a MoS2/graphene heterojunc-
tion is likely to enhance the charge carrier transportation in
graphene. This represents the greatest advantage of an SSD,
in the sense that (as stated before) no external doping is
required to achieve a diode-like behavior, and the fabrication
can be performed in a few steps on any substrate that is
CMOS-compatible.

An SSD can be modeled as a capacitive divider formed
by a quantum capacitance Cq and a substrate capacitance Cs ,
connected in series (Cs is defined per each unit length). Each
channel is capacitively coupled to the drain voltage through
Cq and Cs . We can write the two capacitances and the total
capacitance Ctot as follows [10]:

Cs = ε0εr,static

W0
(1)

εr,static = εr,sub + 1

2
(2)

Cq = e2ρ(μc) (3)

Cs � Cq → 1

Ctot
= 1

Cs
+ 1

Cq
≈ 1

Cs
(4)

where ε0 is the vacuum’s permittivity, εr,static is the relative
static permittivity, εr,sub is the substrate’s relative permittivity,
e is the electron’s charge, ρ is the density of states in the
2-D heterojunction, and μc is the chemical potential of the
2-D heterojunction. We stress here that the chemical potential
of a system is the energy required to add or remove an

electron from it. Together with the electron density, μc (which
depends on an externally applied dc bias voltage) dictates how
the electrons in the system are arranged. In the case of a
pure graphene SSD, the drain current Id can be expressed
as follows [11]:

Id ≈ Nμeff Ctot
Wch

Lch
|Vd − VD|Vd (5)

where N is the number of channels (in the present work,
N = 12 or, in other words, the diode can be modeled as
12 voltage-controlled current generators in parallel), μeff is
the effective channel (graphene) mobility, Vd is the drain
voltage, and VD is the Dirac voltage. When Vd > VD , the
SSD is in forward bias (electron) condition, whereas when
Vd < VD the SSD is in reverse bias (hole) condition. Equa-
tion (5) is a modified version of the well-known Shichman–
Hodges model [21], which uses a controlled current source to
describe Id . However, in the proposed SSD, we must take two
other issues into account, namely, 1) lattice mismatch-induced
defects and 2) trapped charges at the interface between MoS2

and graphene. For these reasons, (5) can also be used in the
case of the MoS2/graphene heterojunction in the following
form:

Id ≈ Nμ2−D−HJCtot
Wch

Lch
V 2

d (6)

where μ2−D−HJ is the mobility of the 2-D heterojunction
and includes all the above-mentioned phenomena linked to
the superposition of two 2-D materials, and we have set (in
a good approximation) VD = 0 V. The crucial issue here
is that stacked MoS2 and graphene form a so-called Van
der Waals (VdW) heterostructure [22], [23], in which the
atoms of each layer are bound together by strong covalent
bonds, whereas the planes are held together by weak VdW
forces. Therefore, these materials exhibit strongly anisotropic
elastic properties and the interface between two VdW layers
(or between a VdW layer and the substrate underneath, i.e.,
MoS2 and HRSi, respectively) is likely to be not elastically
perfect. This aspect has a direct effect upon thermal and charge
transport, in the sense that controlling phonon transport allows
tuning the thermal conductivity [24] and the interaction of
coherent phonons with charge carriers (electron and holes)
has the potential to offer new perspectives in the domain of
nanotechnology-based devices for the generation of microwave
signals [25]. This is to say that graphene-based heterostruc-
tures need a special treatment with regard to the potential
modifications in their phonon band structure, as this could
lead to room-temperature values of μ2−D−HJ different from
the theoretically predicted upper limit for pristine graphene
[26]. Finally, in Fig. 2(a), we show the equivalent circuit of the
single-channel SSD and, in Fig. 2(b), the generic 3-D structure
of an N-channel SSD, which can be modeled as N voltage-
controlled current generators in parallel, thus increasing the
total Id .

Thanks to the semiconducting nature of MoS2 (electron
affinity X1 = 4 eV and bandgap Eg = 1.9 eV) and
to the semimetal characteristics of graphene (work function
�2 = 4.56 eV), the MoS2/graphene contact is of the Schottky
type, with a potential barrier φB = 0.56 eV, whereas the
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Fig. 2. (a) Circuit schematic of the capacitive divider modeling the single-
channel SSD. (b) 3-D schematic of the generic multichannel SSD.

graphene/gold contact is characterized by a potential barrier
φF = 0.54 eV. The choice of having the MoS2 monolayer
beneath the graphene comes from the necessity of providing a
rectifying behavior (Schottky contact), with charge carrier con-
finement into the graphene monolayer (as said before), and low
contact resistance with the external metal electrodes. At the
same time, the top graphene prevents the MoS2 from oxi-
dation, hence ensuring endurance. Moreover, since graphene
monolayer exhibits ambipolar transport, we can foresee that
the I–V characteristics will show a conduction mechanism for
both positive and negative values of the applied dc bias. This
was reported in [6] and can be interpreted by considering two
main interrelating phenomena, that is, the charge neutrality
near zero bias and the current saturation at high bias values.
However, due to the intrinsic complexity and quantum nature
of the structure under study, it is difficult to predict analytically
the values of μ2−D−HJ and Ctot in (6). Therefore, a much more
reliable method to calculate the current-voltage dependence is
using quantum atomistic/multiphysics models and simulations,
as explained in detail in the following section.

C. Quantum Atomistic Simulations of a Two-Atom-Thick
MoS2/Graphene Heterojunction

Atomistic modeling and simulations have been carried
out using the Quantum Atomistic Toolkit (Q-ATK) software
package [27], focusing on the appropriate SSD geometry to
be considered. Drain and source have been defined with two
Au atomistic blocks using 110 metal layers. A middle region
of 6.5 nm thickness has been optimized (Fig. 3), made of one
layer of hexagonal graphene (space group 187), one layer of
MoS2 in trigonal prismatic (1H) phase (space group 194),
and a 4-nm-thick layer of SiO2 in tetragonal form (space
group 136).

Two explicit channels have been modeled, with Lch =
4.6 nm, W0 = 0.5 nm, and Wch = 1.2 nm. Since it
is not possible to operate a quantum atomistic model of
the channels with the same dimensions of the experimental

Fig. 3. Top view and lateral view of the atomistic model of a MoS2/graphene
heterojunction. Au atoms are reported in golden, while C atoms of graphene
are highlighted in gray. Mo and S atoms of MoS2 are reported in cyan and
yellow, respectively; finally, the Si and O atoms are shown in light brown and
red, respectively.

approach, the reported values have been chosen to better
reproduce the experimental conditions by keeping the same
order of magnitude for the geometry-dependent term Ctot

Wch/Lch in (6) and, at the same time, to describe the chemical
and physical properties of the heterojunction under test. A final
3-D device (x = 5 nm, y = 6.5 nm, and z = 9 nm) has been
generated, and periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) along the
x- and z-axes have been used for two purposes: 1) avoiding
problems with boundary effects caused by finite size and 2)
emulating the 12-channel geometry. Density functional the-
ory (DFT) approach based on Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation functional has been used to optimize the
3-D structure and to extrapolate the I–V characteristics of
the heterojunction. To treat VdW dispersion forces between
graphene and MoS2, and between MoS2 and SiO2, Grimme
corrective terms [28] have been included to better optimize
the channel configuration. This approach is called DFT-D2
and it is characterized by higher accuracy, broader range
of applicability, and lesser empiric contribution to the wave
function. The long-range interlayer interactions of carbon,
Mo, and S atoms have been defined, as well as interaction
distances between the atoms and the interfaces. The electron
basis has been expanded in a set of finite-range atomic-like
basis functions following the linear combination of atomic
orbital (LCAO) representation. Since the modeled channels
could generate an overestimation in the energy formation,
leading to artifacts, the augmented plane-wave (PAW) method
combined with pair wise S–S potential has been used to
extend the cut-off radius of the core-electron density for C,
S, and Mo atoms, while norm-conserving pseudopotentials
have been maintained for the other atom types in the model.
This combined approach allowed us to obtain an optimal
description of SSD geometry, avoiding the overlap between
the wave function of the core electrons with the exchange
correlation description, which is directly related to the valence
electrons. Strong covalent bonds are formed between S and
C atoms at MoS2-graphene interfaces. The VdW interaction
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TABLE I

DISTANCES BETWEEN THE ATOMS IN THE SSD ATOMISTIC MODELING

Fig. 4. Calculated I–V characteristics of a MoS2/graphene heterojunction.

is found to play a dominant role for binding graphene with
the MoS2 layer. This suggests a weak electronic hybridiza-
tion between the layers. The optimization of SSD geometry
has been obtained from five interaction potentials (atom–
atom, atom–ion, ion–ion, ion–electron, and electron–electron)
considering distances, angles, and no bond interactions. A
very stable and reliable model with two explicit channels
has been obtained, because no forcing and constrictions in
the bonds and interactions are detected at the extremes of
the central zone, with an optimal building of the interfaces.
The equilibrium geometry and the minimum energy distance
between the systems have been obtained (Table I) through
energy minimization of the modeled device.

After geometry optimization, the I–V characteristic of the
modeled heterojunction has been calculated (Fig. 4). The
DFT-D2 approach has been used again to correct inaccuracies
associated with DFT-PBE eigenvalues for quasi-particle energy
level alignment. This approach appears to be mandatory,
since a physically motivated electron self-energy correction
is necessary for the solid orbital energies in the junctions.

The simulated I–V dependence is referred to the specific
transversal width of the device (x = 5 nm and y = 6.5 nm),
which directly includes the 12-channel heterojunction-based
SSD, since the PBCs allows repeating the two modeled chan-
nels for six times along the x-axis (thus obtaining 12 chan-
nels in parallel). This approach suggests that a quantitative

Fig. 5. Layout of the single-channel heterojunction-based SSD modeled in
COMSOL Multiphysics. (a) Top view. (b) 3-D view with main dimensions.

computationally inexpensive description of coherent trans-
port in solid junctions is readily achievable, enabling new
understanding and control of charge transport properties of
atomistic-scale interfaces at large bias voltages.

We stress here that the simulations with Q-ATK need a lot
of time for validation, since a minimization step using different
approaches should be used, as well as different algorithms for
the searching of energetical local and global minima of the
geometry under study. For all the previous reasons, we have
resumed to COMSOL Multiphysics1 for an easier and more
comprehensive extraction of the I–V curves.

D. Multiphysics Simulations of a Two-Atom-Thick
MoS2/Graphene Self-Switching Diode

The dc modeling of the SSD has been carried out using
the Semiconductor Module included in COMSOL Multi-
physics, which provides a finite-element method (FEM) to
solve physical problems. For simplicity, instead of simulating
a complete 12-channel device, we have decided to simulate a
single-channel SSD with Wch = 100 nm (Fig. 5).

The used approach is analogous to the one showed in [29],
where all the theoretical details and validation are provided.
When treating the involved materials as semiconductors or
dielectrics, we can apply Poisson’s equation to solve charge
distribution both for semiconductors and dielectric materials
and drift-diffusion equations for semiconductors. An exception
has been made for metal contacts, which have been handled in
a particular way (illustrated later). On the other hand, graphene
has been modeled as an intrinsic semimetal, with electron
affinity of 4.92 eV, electron/hole mobility of 500 cm2/V · s,
relative permittivity of 4, thickness tG = 0.33 nm, and doping
concentration NG = αn (2 × 1011[1/cm2]/tG) (where 0 <
αn ≤ 1 is a scale factor for the effective carrier concentra-
tion that is not known a priori). Regarding metal contacts,
we have modeled only the interface between the metal and
semiconductor by means of a Schottky barrier, thus ignoring
the ohmic losses that, although being present, are negligible
in the dc regime. The material properties considered for MoS2

are reported in Table II.

1Registered trademark.
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TABLE II

MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS FOR MOS2

In Table II, NMoS2 is the doping concentration for MoS2,
tMoS2 is the thickness of MoS2, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
m∗

MoS2 is the effective mass for electrons/holes of MoS2,
and h is Planck’s constant. As mentioned before, the elec-
trical quantities inside semiconductor materials are computed
using the drift-diffusion model in combination with Pois-
son’s equation, the latter being used also to apply charge
conservation in dielectric materials (i.e., HRSi, SiO2, and
hydrogen silsesquioxane or HSQ, whose role is to protect
the heterojunction), by providing a given value of the rel-
ative permittivity. To introduce a free carrier concentration
in the semiconductors/semimetals, we have used an n-type
analytic doping model assuming complete ionization and the
doping concentrations NG and NMoS2. As stated above, the
metal contacts have been modeled with Schottky barriers to
simulate the typical saturation behavior visible in the I–V
characteristics for this kind of devices. In this respect, the
interface requires two inputs: the metal work function and
Richardson’s coefficient of the semiconductor (which depends
on its effective mass).

Finally, Fig. 6(a) shows the simulated current-voltage
dependence for Wch = 100 nm and αn = 1. It is worth
pointing out that the following results refer to a 12-channel
heterojunction-based SSD, since the current output of the
single-channel diode has been multiplied by 12 in postprocess-
ing (remember that the 12 channels are voltage-controlled
current generators in parallel). As expected, one can see
immediately from Fig. 6(a) that the I–V characteristic: 1) sat-
urates due to the presence of the Schottky barriers in the
contact regions and 2) exhibits a slight asymmetry, since the
simulated structure is asymmetric. On the other hand, Fig. 6(b)
displays a parametric sweep on the free carrier concentrations
(NG and NMoS2) performed by varying αn . The simulated
results show how this property can considerably change the
rectifying characteristics of a geometrical diode. In detail,
it is apparent that the asymmetry increases by decreasing the
electron concentration.

III. FABRICATION OF THE 2-D HETEROJUNCTION-BASED

SELF-SWITCHING DIODES

In Fig. 7(a) and (b), two optical photographs of the fabri-
cated heterojunction-based SSDs are shown, whereas Fig. 7(c)
is a scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture offering a
magnified view of the diode.

Fig. 6. Simulated I–V characteristics of a heterojunction-based SSD (Wch =
100 nm) in the [−3, +3] V voltage range for (a) αn = 1 and (b) αn = 1e −
6, . . . ,1e − 1.

Fig. 7. (a) and (b) Optical pictures of the SSDs in CPW technology. (c) SEM
photograph showing the etched channels in the MoS2/graphene heterojunction.

For the fabrication of the 2-D heterojunction-based SSDs,
some customized samples were purchased from 2-D Semi-
conductors (Scottsdale, AZ, USA), namely 1 × 1 cm2 2-D
heterojunctions made of SiO2/HRSi (SiO2 thickness of 90 nm,
and HRSi wafer with thickness of ∼500 μm, and resistivity
ρ ∼ 10 000 � · cm), monolayer MoS2 (on SiO2/HRSi), and
monolayer graphene (on MoS2). As in the case of plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), atmospheric
pressure CVD techniques (APCVD, used for the 2-D
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heterojunctions under study) can be used at different temper-
atures, depending on the substrate and the type of material
deposited on it. In this respect, an APCVD process can cover
temperatures between 100 ◦C and 1000 ◦C, meaning that it
can be suitable for CMOS-compatible devices. The fabrication
involved four steps: 1) deposition of metal pads by a lift-
off process, in order to define diodes’ areas and to improve
the layers’ adhesion to the SiO2/HRSi substrate; 2) diodes’
patterning using an electron-beam lithography (EBL) process
and manufacturing by dry etching; 3) to avoid any damage
to the heterojunctions, the diodes were covered by a negative
electronresist (HSQ); and 4) manufacturing of the CPW lines
(Ti/Au with total thickness of 250 nm) by a lift-off process.
As stated before, the choice of using SSDs embedded into
CPW lines was taken to easily perform on-wafer both dc mea-
surements and high-frequency characterization. We fabricated
four types of diodes with four different values of the channel
width (i.e., Wch = 30, 50, 75, and 100 nm), but with the same
channel length Lch ≈ 1 μm and the same number of channels
in parallel N = 12.

IV. DC AND MICROWAVE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE

2-D HETEROJUNCTION-BASED SELF-SWITCHING DIODES

A. DC Measurements

The dc measurements (Fig. 8) have been performed using
a Keithley SCS 4200 characterization system, connected to
a SÜSS MicroTec measuring platform. Of the 16 fabricated
structures, 13 (81%) presented no exfoliation issues of the
Au layer (this exfoliation being due to a localized problem
occurred in the lift-off process). The diodes with the highest dc
current Id in dark conditions are the ones with Wch = 100 nm,
followed by Wch = 75, 50, and 30 nm as predicted by (6);
however, when providing a white light with 100% intensity,
the best performing SSDs are those with Wch = 75 nm (in this
case, the difference between 75 and 100 nm in the Id values
being of 13%).

Fig. 8 presents a comprehensive view of the simulated
and measured I–V characteristics. In Fig. 8(a), one can
notice that, in the range [−3, +3] V of the applied dc
voltage Vd , the agreement between multiphysics simulations
(for αn = 1e − 3) and measured results is very good, with
the heterojunction behaving like a slightly asymmetric “back-
to-back” diode, thanks to: 1) the semiconducting nature of
the MoS2 monolayer; 2) the ambipolar conduction mechanism
of graphene; and (3) the double Schottky contact between
metal and heterojunction, with Id attaining values between
−500 and 400 nA. This outcome also confirms the fact
that both MoS2 and graphene have been modeled correctly
inside COMSOL Multiphysics. Furthermore, since MoS2 is a
light- and infrared-sensitive semiconductor, the application of
a white light source of variable intensity allows increasing Id

up to 2.6 times. This photoconductive effect can be attributed
to trapping of carriers in band tail states in conduction and
valence bands because of structural defects in MoS2 itself
(or induced by disorder), because these band tail states exist
underneath (above) the conduction (valence) band edge, acting
as electron (hole) charge traps [30]. Fig. 8(b) presents the

Fig. 8. (a) Simulated (αn = 1e − 3, solid blue curve with squares)
and measured (solid red curve with triangles) I–V characteristics of the
heterojunction-based SSD (Wch = 100 nm) in the [−3, +3] V voltage range.
(b) Measured I–V curves as a function of channel width. (c) Measured
I–V characteristic between −20 and +20 V (vertical axis: log-scale) of the
heterojunction-based SSD with Wch = 100 nm. All the presented curves have
been obtained in dark conditions, that is, without any illumination.

measured I–V curves as a function of Wch, in the range
[−3, +3] V. As stated before, the highest dc current (in dark
conditions) is the one associated with Wch = 100 nm (this
is especially visible for negative bias voltages). Finally, from
Fig. 8(c), one can observe that at +10 V, the SSD behaves
as a tunnel diode, with an abrupt increase of the dc current
up to hundreds of microamperes (hence of a factor 1000).
A possible explanation of such phenomenon is the joint effect
of MoS2 bandgap, geometry-induced bandgap in graphene,
and charge trapping at the MoS2/graphene interface. Repeated
measurements spanning between −20 and +20 V have shown
a constant behavior of the diode and have not caused any
performance degradation. This result is remarkable, in the
sense that such a diode exhibits robust functioning conditions
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Fig. 9. Measured Id as a function of time, for different values of the applied
voltage Vd . The increase of Id is evident, and it is a direct result of the specific
conduction mechanism of the heterojunction.

in terms of insensitivity to potentially dangerous voltage
outbursts. Besides this aspect, the performed measurements
have confirmed that the breakdown voltage is much higher
than ±6 to 7 V as in the case of pure graphene-based SSDs
[2], [11] or pure multi-layer MoS2-based SSDs [12], which
already exhibited better performance than the state-of-the-art
SSDs available so far. The abrupt increase of Id when applying
Vd = 10 V is apparent in Fig. 9, where Id is represented
as a function of time and Vd : the steady-state values of Id

for Vd = 10 V are 6 times bigger with respect to the case
Vd = 1 V. It is worth noticing that the initial transient behavior
is likely due to the capacitive part of the diode, whereas a
possible explanation for the steady state being reached after
several seconds relies in the time needed by the excess charges
trapped inside the heterojunction itself to be released inside the
device.

Microwave detection using SSDs is possible if the I–V
characteristic is nonlinear. The most significant performance
indicators of any detector are the differential resistance Rd (in
�), the sensitivity γ (in V−1), and the noise equivalent power
NEP (in pW/

√
Hz), defined as follows:

Rd = 1/(∂ Id/∂Vd) (7)

γ = (
∂2 Id/∂V 2

d

)
/(∂ Id/∂Vd) (8)

NEP = √
4kB T Rd0/βZRF (9)

where T is the temperature (in K), Rd0 = Rd(Vd = 0 V),
and βZRF is the voltage responsivity with an RF source of
impedance ZRF. We stress here that (9) is valid under the
assumption that the microwave detection occurs at zero bias,
that is, Johnson–Nyquist noise (or thermal noise) is the dom-
inant contribution. For the voltage responsivity βZRF , we can
express in a twofold manner: 1) βZRF ≡ βlow ≈ |−2γ Re{ZRF}|
at low frequencies and if Rd � Re{ZRF} and 2) βZRF ≡
βhigh = | − 0.5Rdγ (1 − |S11|2)|, where S11 is the reflection
coefficient at the input port of the SSD. Assuming T = 290 K
and ZRF = 50 �, at zero bias the heterojunction-based SSD
exhibits the following performance, summarized in Table III,
where NEPlow is the NEP calculated with the responsivity βlow.

From Table III, it can be seen that the zero-bias differential
resistance is quite high, as expected for such a device, but
the nonzero sensitivity allows zero-bias microwave detection.
Finally, Fig. 10 shows the values of Rd and γ in the voltage

TABLE III

MAIN PERFORMANCE OF THE HETEROJUNCTION-BASED SSD AT
ZERO-BIAS AND AT LOW FREQUENCIES

TABLE IV

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED HETEROJUNCTION-BASED SSD
AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART MICROWAVE DETECTORS

Fig. 10. Extracted differential resistance Rd (left vertical axis, blue solid
line with squares) and sensitivity γ (right vertical axis, solid red line with
triangles), in the voltage range [−0.2, 0.2] V, of the fabricated heterojunction-
based SSD.

range [−0.2, 0.2] V (which is of interest for low-voltage
detection). From Fig. 10, it is evident how Rd reaches its
maximum value for Vd �= 0 V, which means that the Dirac
voltage VD ≈ 50 mV and the overall heterojunction is n-type.
At the same time, in the interval [−0.2, 0.2] V, the values
of NEPlow vary between 0.13 and 2.52 nW/

√
Hz, hence good

values in line with the state-of-the-art SSDs available so far.

B. Microwave Measurements

In Fig. 11, we present the measured scattering (S) parame-
ters [Fig. 11(a), Smith chart representation] and the calculated
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Fig. 11. (a) Measured scattering parameters in the band 0.1–40 GHz and for
an input power of −23 dBm. (b) Calculated zero-bias voltage responsivity
βRF0 (left vertical axis, blue solid line with squares) and noise equivalent
power NEPRF0 (right vertical axis, solid red line with triangles) of the
fabricated heterojunction-based SSD, in the band 0.1–10 GHz and for an
input power of −23 dBm.

zero-bias frequency-dependent (up to 10 GHz) voltage respon-
sivity βRF0 and noise equivalent power NEPRF0 [Fig. 11(b)],
left and right vertical axes, respectively], using the for-
mulas βRF0 = | − 0.5Rd0γ0(1 − |S11|2)| and NEPRF0 =
(4kB T Rd0)

1/2/βRF0 (where γ0 is the zero-bias sensitivity).
More in detail, the S-parameters of the two-port SSD have
been measured with a vector network analyzer (VNA, Anritsu
37397D, equipped with internal bias tees), over the band
0.1–40 GHz to cover the entire microwave and part of the
millimeter-wave spectrum; this choice was made to extract
an ultra-wideband equivalent circuit of the SSD, as it will
be explained in Section V. The S-parameter measurements
have been performed using a probe station (SÜSS MicroTec)
with ground–signal–ground (GSG) probe tips. Before carrying
out any microwave measurements, we have also performed a
standard SOLT (=short-open-load-thru) calibration for proper
de-embedding of the reflection (S11) and transmission (S21)
coefficients. The input power Pin was just −23 dBm (i.e.,
to operate in small-signal regime), meaning that the delivered
power Pdel = Pin(1 − |S11|2) was between −29.4 dBm (at
0.1 GHz) and −23.24 dBm (at 40 GHz). The Smith chart
shows that the SSD has a capacitive-type input reactance
X11 in the band 0.1–4.75 GHz, whereas X11 becomes the
inductive type from 4.75 to 40 GHz. The input resistance R11

is between 17 and 40 �, whereas X11 falls within the range
[−139, 33] �, with the input impedance Z11 = R11 + j Z11

becoming purely resistive at 4.75 GHz with R11 ≈ 18 �. From
Fig. 11(b), one can see that βRF0 is almost constant between

Fig. 12. Voltage Vdet detected by the fabricated heterojunction-based SSD,
as a function of time, when using a 1-kHz AM 2.49-GHz carrier (red dashed
line) and a 10-GHz carrier (blue solid line) with an input power of +10 dBm
and with a dc bias of 0 V.

1 and 10 GHz, whereas NEPRF0 decreases with frequency and
exhibits excellent values between 0.2 and 0.8 pW/

√
Hz.

The detection capabilities of the heterojunction-based
SSDs have been measured by using a microwave genera-
tor (Agilent E8257D) to transmit an AM carrier frequency
between 900 MHz and 10 GHz. The input power Pin has
been varied between −1 and +10 dBm. The frequency of the
rectangular shape modulating signal has been set to 1 kHz.
The output of the diode has been registered by a digital oscil-
loscope (Tektronix DPO 2024 with noise reject) connected
to a load resistance of 1 M�. A dc external source (Agilent
E3631A) has been deployed to bias the diode (in the range [0,
+1] V) through a bias tee (Marki BT0040). In Fig. 12, it is
shown the detected dc voltage Vdet at 2.49 GHz (best case)
and at 10 GHz, for Pin = +10 dBm (large-signal regime)
and a bias of 0 V. Since the attenuation of the coaxial cable
connecting the microwave generator to the CPW probe tips at
diode’s input port is between 0.38 and 0.76 dB in the band
2.49–10 GHz, it means that the real input power Pin,real is
equal to 9.62 dBm at 2.49 GHz and to 9.22 dBm at 10 GHz,
and the delivered power is Pdel ≈ Pin,real(1 − |S11|2) (hence,
spanning between 8.17 and 8.51 dBm). The maximum Vdet is
about 10 mV at 2.49 GHz (and it increases up to about 65 mV
with a dc bias of +1 V), whereas at 10 GHz the maximum
Vdet is about 4 mV. These are the best results obtained so far,
since at higher frequencies and power values Vdet undergoes
distortion phenomena, likely due to intermodulation products
and supplementary thermal and/or 1/ f noise. The input power
of +10 dBm allows maximizing the microwave detection of
the diode and gives a proof of the maximum power level
sustained by the SSD without distorting Vdet. Moreover, the
proposed 2-D heterojunction does not exhibit any deteriora-
tion of its performance during repeated measurements, likely
because (as shown previously) the diode is able to sustain high
dc bias voltage values (i.e., at least ±20 V and maybe more).
We also stress here that we have repeated the microwave
characterization of the diodes more than one year after their
fabrication and the performance is practically the same: this is
an evident proof of the importance of capping the monolayer
MoS2 with monolayer graphene, as the strong covalent bonds
of graphene and its stability in air at room temperature prevent
potential oxidation issues of the underneath MoS2.
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Finally, Table IV presents a comparison between the pro-
posed heterojunction-based SSDs and some of the latest works
in the literature regarding microwave detectors. In Table IV, f0

(B f ) is the reference frequency (frequency band). One can see
how the MoS2/graphene diode exhibits excellent performance
with respect to the available state-of-the-art, in terms of both
responsivity and NEP (for the latter, many articles do not even
report its value, which is an important indicator of the noise
introduced by the device). Hence, we can state that this is a
further proof of the potential offered by atomic-scale materials
for microwave applications.

From the measured scattering parameters, one can extract a
rough frequency-dependent ReqCeq parallel equivalent circuit
in a small band, namely 0.1–4 GHz (as to cover the reference
2.45 ISM band). In this case, Req attains the values 680 � (at
0.1 GHz)–18 � (at 4 GHz), whereas Ceq spans the range 11 pF
(at 0.1 GHz)–0.14 pF (at 4 GHz). Hence, a matching circuit
will be envisaged in the future for optimal power transfer to
the SSD. Beside this, to model in a very rigorous way the
heterojunction-based SSD, it is necessary to resume to a more
sophisticated equivalent circuit: this will be explained in detail
in the following section.

V. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF THE 2-D
HETEROJUNCTION-BASED SELF-SWITCHING DIODE

The identification of an equivalent network for lossless two-
port device is quite simple, as discussed and analyzed in
Marcuvitz and Montgomery handbooks [39], [40]. In fact,
if we embed a diode (or another microwave discontinuity) into
a CPW line, we can represent the global device as the “series”
of: 1) the input transmission line with proper electrical length
(i.e., the CPW section from the input port to the diode); 2) an
equivalent circuit representing the diode (just like, e.g., two
transmission lines embedding a shunt load); and 3) the output
transmission line with proper electrical length (i.e., the CPW
section from the diode to the output port).

The presence of losses in the device makes the identification
process quite complex. Carlin and Youla [16], [41] showed
that a lossy two-port device can be identified with a circuit
containing lumped capacitances, inductances, transformers,
and resistances, that can be positive or negative. On the
other hand, those circuits do not consider the effect of wave
propagation in microwave devices that are usually represented
by transmission lines. Recently [42], a new identification
process has been applied to lossy devices that combines
the presence of transmission lines, two positive resistances
(representing the losses), and a shunt load, as shown in
Fig. 13 for symmetric devices. The number of parameters is
exactly the minimum number that can be used to represent a
lossy symmetric device. In fact, for such device, the scattering
matrix has four independent parameters: amplitude and phase
of S11 and S21, with S22 = S11 by symmetry. In this sense,
apart from the representation of the shunt load with one or
more shunt branches, we recognize exactly four independent
parameters (the external θ c and internal θx electrical lengths,
the resistance R, and the susceptance B) that correspond just to
four independent parameters. In this sense, the proposed circuit

Fig. 13. Equivalent network for two-port lossy devices.

Fig. 14. Electrical parameters of the equivalent network of the SSD measured
S-matrix. (a) External electrical length θ c. (b) Normalized resistance r .
(c) Internal electrical length θx. (d) Normalized susceptance b.

representation is minimal because it contains the minimum
number of independent parameters.

The proposed equivalent network is based on the
transformation of the measured/simulated scattering matrix
(“S-matrix” in Fig. 13) in a new scattering matrix of the
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TABLE V

VALUES OF THE INDUCTANCES AND CAPACITANCES FOR THE MODELED
SUSCEPTANCE b SHOWN IN THE LAST COLUMN

Fig. 15. Comparison between the identified (black line, for the component
that can be seen from Fig. 13) and modeled (various colors and styles, solid
thick lines, for the network that can be seen in the last column of Table V)
normalized susceptance b.

kernel (“S-kernel”) that can be separated in lossy and lossless
parts, by means of external transmission lines with a proper
electrical length θ c. The lossy part is represented by resistances
which are both positive, being relative to a positive definite
Hermitian matrix, while the lossless part is represented by
the classical network of [39], [40], and [42], constituted by a
shunt load and two transmission lines with electrical length θx.
The identification process has been applied to the measured
scattering parameters and the obtained electrical lengths, the
normalized resistance r and the normalized susceptance b are
shown in Fig. 14. This approach is correct even in the presence
of a nonlinear device (i.e., the heterojunction-based SSD),
since the latter was measured in terms of a 2-port S-matrix
in small-signal regime, at a power level of −23 dBm.

The normalized shunt susceptance b [Fig. 14(d)] shows a
particular behavior that can be recognized not in a single
component but in a combination of shunt branches. The whole
band 0.1–40 GHz is divided in the IEEE standard frequency
bands and the shunt load is approximated in each band by
means of one or two shunt branches as reported in Table V. The
corresponding behavior of the modeled shunt load is shown
with different colors, each for each band, in Fig. 15.

The presence of negative inductances and/or capacitances
in some bands must not surprise, because it is typical of non-
Foster network, where the slope of the reactance/susceptance
is negative [43].

Fig. 16. (a) and (b) Amplitudes and (c) and (d) phases of the scattering
parameters of the experimental results (left vertical axes, solid black lines
with circles) and difference between experimental and equivalent network
S-matrices (right vertical axes, dashed red lines).

It should be noted that an approximated circuit that covers
the whole band 0.1–40 GHz can be obtained by adding a third
branch to the modeled shunt load of Table V. The third branch
is constituted by a series of an inductance and two parallel
LC blocks with reactive elements that vary with frequency,
as occurs in other structures analyzed in [44]. This case is not
reported here because the division in the IEEE bands seems
more effective.
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Finally, Fig. 16 shows the comparison between the experi-
mental S-matrix (Sexp) and the S-matrix reconstructed in the
IEEE bands of interest by the equivalent network (Sen) with
the modeled shunt load. The difference (red lines) between
Sexp and Sen, shown in the right axis of the four plots,
is extremely low, showing a particularly good agreement for
the identified equivalent network with the modeled suscep-
tance shown in Table V.

The experimental S-matrix shows: 1) the reflection coeffi-
cient [Fig. 16(a)] that could be improved by adding a matching
network (for optimal power transfer to the diode), not yet
designed at this stage because the real electrical behavior
of the heterojunction-based SSD had to be accurately mea-
sured and 2) the low transmission coefficient [Fig. 16(b)],
probably due to: 1) ohmic losses (related to the metal layers
that are very thin with respect to skin depth of gold) and
2) the intrinsic dissipative nature of the diode embedded into
the CPW signal line. Both aspects must be considered to
try to improve transmission for further enhancement of the
performance, together with the technological constraints of
fabrication process. In this respect, the thin metal layer is
a prerequisite to avoid potential exfoliation problems of the
Au deposition, as this problem is likely to be encountered
for thicknesses greater than 300 nm. Considering that the
penetration depth in the considered band (i.e., 0.1–40 GHz) is
between 0.38 and 7.53 μm, it is apparent how ohmic losses can
have a significant impact on the overall transmission properties
evidenced by the measured two-port S-matrix of the diode.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented the theoretical modeling,
quantum atomistic/multiphysics simulations, design, fabrica-
tion, dc/high-frequency characterization, and circuit modeling
of an SSD based on a MoS2/graphene heterojunction, which
can be reproduced at the wafer scale, thanks to its CMOS
compatibility and ease of fabrication. This article tries to give
a comprehensive solution to the problem of how to include a
nanoelectronic quantum physics-based device into numerical
tools for design of complex microwave front ends. For this
reason, we propose a novel approach based on a rigorous
lumped element equivalent circuit for lossy two-port devices
in small-signal regime. In particular, the new identification
process uses the measured scattering parameters and combines
the presence of transmission lines, two positive resistances
(representing the losses), and a shunt load. The experimental
results prove that the heterojunction can be used efficiently as a
microwave detector up to 10 GHz, with the best performance
around the ISM 2.45-GHz band. In conclusion, this article
provides the demonstration of how 2-D materials can be
integrated profitably into modern and future electronics and,
in this respect, the equivalent circuit is a powerful tool to
model such devices in a standard circuit simulator.
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